The performance of turbo codes using coherent BSPK signaling on the Rayleigh fading channels is considered. In regions of low signal-to-noise, performance analysis uses simulations of typical turbo coding systems. For higher signalto-noise regions beyond simulation capabilities, an average upper bound is used, where the average is over all possible interleaving schemes. Fully-interleaved and exponentiallycorrelated Rayleigh channels are explored. Furthermore, the design issues relevant to turbo codes are explored for the correlated fading channel.
Introduction
For wireless applications on fading channels, channel coding is an important tool for improving communications reliability. In this paper, we examine the "turbo" error correcting coding technique [ 13, over fully-interleaved and correlated Rayleigh slow-fading channels.
The organization of the paper includes a brief overview of turbo codes followed by a discussion of the channel model. We then proceed to discuss the turbo code average upper bounding technique along with an examination of twocodeword probability bounds on correlated and independent Rayleigh fading channels. Simulation results are then presented for typical turbo schemes followed by the results and conclusions from our upper bounding technique. We conclude with an examination of the design of turbo codes on correlated fading channels.
System Model
Turbo codes, introduced in [l] , are in essence parallel concatenated codes. They are constructed from simple constituent codes separated by interleaving stage(s). Turbo codewords are produced from the concatenation of the information frame and parity frames produced by the constituent codes operating on permuted versions of the input frame.
For reasons outlined in [l] and [a] , recursive systematic convolutional codes are generally used for the constituent encoders. The turbo decoder is a sub-optimal, soft-decoding algorithm that decodes the constituent encoders separately and allows passing of bit-likelihood information. Although ' Sponsored by National Science Foundation, Grant NCR -9415996 0-7803-3336-5196 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE the algorithm is not ML, it has been shown to perform within 0.7 db of the Shannon limit on the additive white Gaussian channel for bit error rates of 1 x and message lengths of N = 65536 [l] .
In this paper, we consider the Rayleigh slow-fading channel. The discrete representation of this channel is Y k = a k X k + n k assuming coherent detection and appropriate sam- is not present, we will use an exponentially-correlated channel model as in [3] and [4] . In this model, the autocorrelation function is given as p ( 7 ) = e-IZaBrl where B is the doppler bandwidth of the fading process.
Performance Bounds
The ability to evaluate turbo codes in regions of high signalto-noise requires lengthy simulations or an analytic bounding technique. In [2] and [5] , an average upper bounding technique is developed for turbo codes. It is shown that these bounds are very useful in determining the "error floor" as well as understanding the impact of constituent encoder choice and block size on performance on the AWGN channel. While these bounds reveal little regarding the best interleaving schemes, we can say that at least one interleaving scheme will perform below these bounds.
Derivation of the Average Upper Bound
The union upper bound is a popular and effective ,nethod of bounding block code performance provided that the weight distribution is known. For turbo codes, deriving this weight distribution for a particular interleaving scheme is very difficult. Therefore, the authors of [2] and [5] have advanced the idea of forming an average weight function, where the average is over all possible interleaving schemes. In this context, it is useful to view the turbo scheme as the concatenation of multiple "code fragments". One of these code fragments is the input frame while the other fragments are generated by the constituent encoders and are influenced by the weight of the input frame and how this weight is permuted by the interleaver(s).
Without loss of generality, we will consider sending the all-zeros codeword. In this case, the traditional union upper bound for the ML-decoding of an (n, k) block code is given as :
is the weight distribution of the code and Pz(d) is the probability of choosing a specific codeword differing from the correct codeword in d bit positions. For a turbo code with specific interleaving scheme, the only known way to construcit A ( d ) is via an exhaustive search involving all possible input sequences. Therefore, it is the goal of this average upper bounding scheme to form an average weight function over all possible intei-leavers. Let us define the average weight function as, [5] ,
where ( f ) is the number of input frames with weight i and . ,
is the probability that an interleaving scheme maps an input weight of i to produce a codeword with total weight d . [5] but will be omitted here.
P2(cl) Bounds
With our average upper bound expression, we need twocodeword probabilities or tight upper bounds. The bounding; of these two-codeword probabilities has been given much attention in the literature and we will simply quote some results for brevity. For the union bound, we will upper-bound q ( d ) by making the pessimistic assumption that all d differing symbols are adjacent (Ai = 1, V i ) . With this assumption, the twocodeword bound can be written On the fading channel, in addition to the potential looseness of Pz(d) and the union bound, it turns out the average performance is dominated by that of the "worst case" interleaver, i.e. that yielding poorest dmin. However, these bounds will give us a basic understanding of the achievable performance of these codes.
Results
For the low signal-to-noise region, analytic evaluation of turbo codes has proven very difficult. Therefore, we examine performance based on simulations. In these simulations, we will restrict ourselves to turbo systems using the 16-state RSC with generator (21/37)8 which has been examined extensively in the literature (e.g. [l] ).
For the fully-interleaved channel, we have plotted simulation data for rate 1/3 turbo schemes with different block sizes in Figures 1 and 2 . Here, we are considering input frames of length IC = 420, 5000 and 50000 bits. The IC = 420 scheme uses the helical interleaver discussed in [7] which has been shown to be very effective on the AWGN channels (&in = 2 2 ) . The k: = 5000 and k = 50000 bit frames use randomly-generated interleavers without any optimization.
With SI, one observes that for k = 50000, the performance of these codes is within 1.3 d B of the capacity limit. Without channel side information, the performance degrades approximately 1 to 2 d B while still retaining the same relative relationship to capacity. In Figure 3 , the performance of the 4-7) . It should be noted that the tightness of these bounds to actual simulation data from a specific interleaving scheme is questionable for several reasons including the union bound itself, the averaging over all intcrleavers and the bounding of (Figure 4 ). However, these plots do give us a n indicascheme.
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Design for Correlated Fading
To examine the design of turbo codcs on correlated channels, we will consider the union upper hound on block error probabilities for a specific turbo scheme ratlicr than the ensemble average considered above. We can union bound the average error performance for turbo codes a s 
Interleaver Design Issues
Using (13) and (14) in the upper bound expression of (12), we can make some statements regarding the design of turbo codes, especially in areas of high signal-to-noise. If we concentrate on events with minimum IIamming distance, which will dominate at large signal-to-noise, we can state some objectives for the turbo interleaving schcme: The first criteria is identical for turbo code design on AWGN channels and involves creating interleavers that prevent short merges in both constituent trellises. However, the traditional turbo scheme using only one interleaver might have more than one interleaver that achieves the maximum dm;n. Therefore, our second criteria states states that within this class of interleavers achieving maximum &in, choose the one which minimizes C(dmin). From (14), we observe that this statement reduces to maximizing the phrase length product for sequences achieving dmin. In fact, this product is maximized when the weight is evenly spread throughout the entire codeword. With a single turbo intcrlesver, this clustering of weight is always present. However, we might also consider structural changes to the turbo system for the purposes of creating better codewords. A simple modification would be to add an additional interleaver to remove the t,iiiie-correlation within the codeword between the systematic and parity 1 fragments (Figure 10 ). In this scheme, 1 1 and I, are different a.nd t,he effect is that low weight events have improved spa.cing after serialization. This scheme might be attractive since it docs not add to the latency of the system. If latency wa.s not an issue, a second structural modification would be the traditional approach of appending a block interleaver following the serializa.tion procedure (Figure 11 ). Block interlcavers have been shown to perform well in mitigating fading effects by rcducing effcctivc corrclation timc of the channel. The ability of this scheme to reduce channel correlation is directly related to the 517e of tlie block interleaver. Unfortunately, the added late2nLy IS also dependent on the size of the interleaver IIowevcr, provided the size of the block interleaver is less than or cclual to the codeword length, the added latency will be conlined to the encoding process. The performance gains €01 these two modifications are illustrated via simulation in Figure 12 whcie both the systematic and block interleavers relative square, row-column interleaver .
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